Is this an acceptable return?

All DEC Direct-Fit Catalytic Converters have a WELDED tag containing the numeric portion of the actual Part Number.

Is it a DEC Part?

No Silicone Gasket Sealer!

(Don’t Return)

Are there any signs of Physical Damage or Modification?

(Don’t Return)
Is this an acceptable return?

Melted Down = BAD!
(Don’t Return)

Good Converter Substrate
(OK to Return)

How Purple is TOO Purple?

Severe Purple Hue
Certain Evidence of Overheating
Due to an overly rich
Air/Fuel Mixture
(Don’t Return)

Normal Shell Coloration
(OK to Return)

Has the converter been overheated?

More Samples on Reverse Side
Is this an acceptable return?

Carbon Deposits

Heavy Carbon Buildup
(Don’t Return)

Moderate Carbon Buildup
(Questionable)

Normal Carbon Coating
From a Properly Running Engine
(OK to Return)